
Organizational Culture

 Bella Pelorizado was deep in thought when her friend Cash Now threw his new printout of 
IRS non-profit regs on the cafe table at the sidewalk coffee shop in the Land of Lost Board 
members.
 “You scared the liver out of me,” gasped Bella.
 “What had you so deep in thought?” the CPA to non-profits asked.
 “I’m preparing a training for new board members at the Dysfunctional Agency of 
Mindnumbing Narcissism.”
 “DAMN?” asked Joshua Biggly Huge, local philanthropist as he pulled up a chair.
 “Yes, DAMN.”  sighed Bella.  “My goal is to help the old and new board members 
understand and respect the agency’s culture, but give them permission to change with the times, 
with new philosophy or with new ideas.”
 “DAMN won’t change,” offered Coach Alonzo Upright.  “I tried to convince them last year 
to work with my fund raising training program, Sweating for Dollars, but they were reluctant to 
try anything that included sweat.”
 “What do you want to accomplish?” Joshua asked Bella.
 “I want them to look at each other.”  
 Her friends all laughed.  “Their agency vision is, ‘Mirror, mirror on the wall.” The guys 
sang.
 She ignored them, “I want them to see what potential each new member has.”  
 They laughed harder.  “Their mission statement is, ‘It’s all about me.’”
 Bella gave them all a scary, squinty eyed look. “You don’t have to support an agency’s 
mission to help them be well organized,” responded Bella.  “After all I worked with the gum 
lobby.”
 “Don’t you mean gun lobby?” asked Joshua.
 “No gum, mmmmmmmmm,” hummed Bella. 
 “There’s a gum lobby?”  Coach Upright was surprised.
 “There must be or else all those people who stick gum under chairs and on sidewalks and 
in people’s hair would be shot.”  Bella’s hair stood on end at the very thought of gum.
 “Now you’re talking about the gunnnnnnn lobby, right?” asked Cash Now.
 Rolling her eyes at her friends she returned to her original discussion.  “I plan to present 
DAMN principles that work for any and all non-profit organizations.  Many organizations elect 
new leadership and have a board retreat to work with old and new members to ease the 
transition, to review the past year and set some goals for the new year.”
 Bella waited for another comment, but no one spoke, she continued.  “It’s my experience 
that a change in leadership ushers in a new philosophy.  Most boards have term limits to keep 
ideas fresh and to reorganize as the times, technology or fund raising reality demand.”  They all 
nodded in agreement.
 “I remember a board in my past where we just changed the treasurer and found a whole 
new purpose,” offered Al Truistini, community benefactor.
 “That sounds inspiring,” Bella praised her friend.  “What new purpose?”
 “Prosecuting the old treasurer.”



 “That’s another point,” offered the knowledgeable CPA.  “A leadership change is another 
reason for an annual review of the books.”
 Bella was making notes for her presentation.  “I want them to understand that once they 
agree on goals...”
 “Don’t you mean Strategies?”
 “I thought it was objectives.” 
 “Isn’t it aims?”
 “How about process, plan, method, design,” They all looked at Coach Upright who was 
paging through his Thesaurus.
 “Whatever.”  Bella broke the tip of her pencil and searched through her bag for a new one.
“I want them to understand that the old ways may work, but they should evaluate new thinking.”
 “The goal of my strategic objective,” smirked Bella, “aims to help DAMN understand that 
well-thought-out change is good.  Old ways, methods and plans should be evaluated for 
relevance within their current mission and vision.”
 “They only have one goal, or strategy,” proposed Cash, “Me first!”  The gang cheered.
  “Damn,” barked Bella as she broke another pencil.
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